THE UNIVERSAL SOLUTION FOR FASTENING UNFRAMED MODULES!
The universal solution for fastening unframed glass-glass modules!

Renusol makes the installation of unframed glass-glass modules simple. In line with the company’s philosophy of “Solid, Simple, Service”, Renusol is now introducing the innovative glass-glass clamp LC1. This versatile component will make your PV project child’s play. It is height-adjustable and can be used to fasten all unframed modules with a laminate glass thickness of 3.5 to 9.5 mm. You can mount and position the modules with just one hand. As just one clamp can be used for many different module thicknesses, you’ll save storage and management costs! The LC1 saves time and guarantees lower costs throughout your entire value chain.

Innovative technology
- A clamp for all standard laminate glass thicknesses
- Height-adjustable (3.5–9.5 mm)

Universally compatible
- You’ll always have the right clamp to hand
- A clamp for all PV projects
- For standard commercial unframed modules
- Compatible with Renusol mounting solutions

Click, adjust, tighten – done!
- Secure and simple fastening with the proven click-fit method
- Easily adjust functioning on the roof
- Mount and position with just one hand

Optimised logistics and storage management
- You’ll always have the right component in stock
- 99% PV module compatibility
- Fewer components – lower costs for storage management